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Chapter 1 – Selection and Installation

Introduction

This handbook is prepared by One World LED and One World Technology of Suzhou to help your understanding of LED display products and technologies. This handbook will help you learn about the full colour LED display product specification, selection, installation and operation.

You will also learn about the various options, features and functions of full colour LED displays and billboards in single and multi-user applications as well as correct methods of deployment (application and contents development and management).

This handbook covers the following material,

- LED Selection Factors
- LED Supplier Selection
- Check-lists and safety notes
- LED parts and sub-assemblies
- LED Installation Notes
- Hardware and Software installation
- LED Service and Common Issues
- LED Video Production Notes

We hope this handbook provides a simple overall planning, selection, installation, care and support information. This is intended to help you in moving your business's marketing and advertising forward into digital age. This provides you a path to full utilisation of coming Virtualisation and visualisation technologies that are destined to move the marketing and sales methods a quantum leap forward. We at One World anticipate digital advertising to revolutionise the sales and marketing and put the hi-tech SMEs on equal footing with multinational corporations.

Selecting Correct LED

Depending on the intended application user needs to consider the following options to build the correct criteria for specifying the LED products.

The factors to be considered in determining which LED display product best suits your application needs should include at least the following,

- Type – Indoor, Outdoor, Semi-outdoor (in metal or aluminium)
- Form and Shape – Cabinet, Frame, Die-Cast, Curtain, Flat/Curved
- Serviceability - Front or back Serviced
- Pitch and Size – Pixels/square meter, led brightness, size (HxW)
- Direction – East/West or North/South (brightness control)
Mode of operation – Synch, Asynch or both
Colour – Single, Dual or Full Colour
Sound – Real time broadcast support
System and Software – Setup and Contents Management
Networked – in coordinated operation with other displays or stand alone.

These and many other factors such as component configuration and power consumption/backup are described in more details in Appendix 2 of this Handbook.

Large LED screens and billboards represent a significant capital investment. As a result, the contents management should be a paramount consideration as the financial results of LED screen operations mostly depends on the proper contents management strategy and systems.

Selecting Your LED supplier

Full Colour LED signs and billboards represent a major capital investment which is made to advertise, market and display your most important business assets to your clients, namely your name and products or service. It is then critically important to make sure this investment serves its intended purpose properly. This means a reliable and high quality LED display can introduce your business to your market and clients, changes your message in time to deliver timely information and helps inspire and build your customers trust in your organisation, products and services. Following is a list of key factors to consider;

- Manufacturer, and manufacturer's qualification and expertise
- Name and brand of LED product and the patents that protect it
- Manufacturer's investment in technology, design and development
- Manufacturer's commitment to design, manufacturing and support
- Manufacturer's commitment to providing trusted local service
- Manufacturer's technology partners
- Qualified and certified local resellers network

By producing this important manual, One World LED hopes that you will not only consider the technology and the product but also our long-term commitments. Commitments to the technology that we have innovated, pioneered and continue to play a substantial role to advance¹ to best serve your business needs by creating technology and products that present winning options for our clients and our client's clients and our industry.

Additionally, One World LED commitment is to supply products only through most reputable local sign companies and wholesalers that complete our training and certification with annual reviews. This ensures that your LED will always enjoy most qualified service for support, expansion and upgrade as needed.

¹ Please refer to the One World LED’s list of patents and innovation awards partially produced on the website. We currently have numerous other patents pending globally that we will be able to produce confidentially for prospective resellers review.
Warning - purchasing fake and illegally copied and produced products such as LED displays not only can cause quality and service problems it can also make you liable for IP violation of the various entities whose patents and intellectual property are violated or converted by illegal acts and piracy.

Remember the old adage “you get what you pay for” however, in this case you may get much less than what you pay for! Ignoring proper contents management systems to save money can prevent you from getting optimum results.

One World LED Cost Considerations

One World LED products are available through a network of established resellers that understand local market needs and development compliance issues. The off-the-shelf One World LED products are priced on per square meter basis most competitively with respect to other high-quality name brand products. However, your final LED system and solution costs which may include design, engineering, planning, approval, power savings, HVAC, shipping, handling, insurance, construction, installation and Internet marketing/listing will vary. This variation also includes currency fluctuations, labour cost premiums and government licensing requirements.

Following sections detail key cost and pricing issues to enable an apple to apple comparison between various LED products and suppliers.
What should an LED screen or LED display cost?

The purchase cost of LED screens, LED displays or electronic billboards depends consist of A) LED screen and B) the LED system (including installation and operation). The former depends on three key variables. Those three variables are the 1) total size of the LED screen, 2) the pixel resolution of the LED screen and, 3) the brightness of pixels.

1. **The total size of the LED screen**: The bigger or larger the LED screen the higher the cost for similar LED screens. The prices are based on per square meter, which means that if the total size is N square meters, the price will be N multiplied by the cost per SQM.

2. **The pixel resolution of the screen**: The more pixels, or the more number of LED’s, the screen has the higher the cost will be. For example if a screen is 12sqm and has 49,000 pixels, it will be cheaper if the LED screen is 12sqm with 120,000 pixels. This is because more LED lamps will be placed onto the screen which is a higher cost. But on the other hand the more LED’s the screen has, the higher the detail will be of the videos and images that the LED screen will be publishing.

3. **The brightness or contrast** – while the size and resolution determine the viewable pixel matrix and granularity of the image displayed it is the lighting contrast of LED screen with its environmental backdrop that determines the viability of displayed image. For example, a larger P10 SMD semi-outdoor LED screen of low brightness may be washed in sunlight and not be as viewable in any range compared to a brighter and smaller P8 DIP Led screen.

A brighter screen with lighting control will save on power consumption and provide best viewable and visible image and may cost more to purchase but will cost far less to own due to operating expense and life-expectancy (replacement cycle).

The cost of ownership of LED screens is the sum of purchase and installation/operation costs of the LED over its life-cycle (less the revenue it generates). Of the two costs the cost of ownership is a more important factor than the cost of purchase. In reality, it is the capital expenditure or the budget that usually becomes the deciding factor for in-experienced users.

It is important to note that in any circumstance there is only one “best solution” as compared to many cheap or inexpensive options. The best solution takes into account not only the costs but also the revenue potential and measures the impact on the business.

**LED System Cost Justification**

LED systems costs are justified on two bases, application needs, income or revenue increase. Following is a typical LED System cost justification based on revenue impact.

---

2 Assuming the type as indoor, semi-outdoor or outdoor is determined.
LED SYSTEM
Cost Justification Worksheet

Using Daily Traffic Count Study

1. The average daily traffic past my location is: _____ vehicles per day.
2. The ads I run on my LED display should attract _______ percent of that daily traffic or __________ customers per day.
3. My average customer order amount is $ _________.
4. Multiply the number of customers per day by your average customer order amount for example: 5 customers per day X $100 average customer order = $500 per day
5. Multiply line 4 by the number of days your location is open per year for example: $500 X 260 days open per year = $130,000 per year. Write that total here: $___________
6. The total cost of the LED display system is $__________.

Other revenue impact bases may include venue and advertising contract agreement that can be used to justify the amortized LED system cost over its ownership term.

Single, Multi-Colour and Full Colour LED Displays

There is a significant difference between single or multi-colour text and full colour LED displays. Consequently, the text based LED displays are of limited use and costs and constitute consumable product with little or no investment value. On the other hand, full colour, full featured LED displays are used for large screen indoor and outdoor displays and billboards and constitute capital investments which must deliver value and/or income to their owners.

As a result, One World LED has produced this handbook primarily dedicated to information on full colour LED products and technologies.

Full Colour Video LED Signs and Your Business

One World full colour RGB LED Signs are the latest breakthrough development in on-premise advertising and virtual selling.

One World full colour LED Signs give you the ability to advertise your products and services using graphics, text, images or video right in front of your business where thousands of people pass by every single day.
You have heard the expression "a picture is worth a thousand words". One World full colour LED Systems give you the ability to communicate with imagery - the most powerful form of communication in the world and soon to sell to your customers rather than just informing the market and your competitors.

Unlike Monochrome LED Signs that use only one color of LED light, One World LED Systems utilize three different colours of Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs). The three colors used are Red, Green and Blue. Each individual LED can be operated at different intensity levels to create over 500 Trillion colours of light.

For example, a 4' X 8' full-colour LED sign will typically cost double that of a 4' X 8' Monochrome LED Sign. In addition to using three different colors of LED's to create the wide array of colour, the LED's in a full colour LED Display must be positioned much closer together.

Moving the LED's closer together means more LED's must be used in a full colour LED Sign than in a Monochrome LED Sign. The use of additional LED's also contributes to the increased cost over the price of single and dual colour signs. However, the One World patented technologies and volume production significantly reduces the development and production costs while improving the revenue potential of the full colour LED systems. Consequently, the One World LED advantages in many cases has dropped the full colour costs to the same or lower levels than many single and multi-colour products.
Notices and Checklists

This section includes typical One World LED product safety checks and installation checklists.

Safety Notice

1. Please read all instructions before unpacking and using the LED products.
2. Keep all manuals and instructions for future reference.
3. Please use only accessories supplied or recommended by the One World LED.
4. One World LED products use GFI power. Make sure licensed electricians install grounded outlets and wiring as specified for use with One World LED.
5. Make sure the product is supplied through a certified and accredited reseller.
6. Make sure the power outlets supply the maximum specified sum of the products.
7. Do not overload circuits and outlets and or wirings.
8. Pay attention to all warnings and notes in the manuals.
9. For maintenance and service first turn off the power then call for service.
10. Do not defer scheduled maintenance or service.
11. Prevent water penetration into the cabinets and electronic housings.
12. Maintain all cooling systems and fans in good and running conditions.
13. Avoid leaning ladders into and on the cabinets or striking the equipment.
14. Turn the power off in severe storm and prevent lightening and debris strike or damage.
15. Keep communication and high voltage lines in separate, approved and designated conduits.
16. Avoid lifting cabinets manually during installations or service.
17. Make sure the equipment operates within the safe temperature range specified for proper operation.

Installation and Operation Check List

After developing the installation plans that must include location, power and data connections for the server and other components of the system, it is important to develop a checklist to ensure smooth installation and problem free operation. Following is a list of factors to consider for best results in an LED Installation and operation process.

1. Check the supporting structures and frames before installation for construction quality and integrity to ensure it can support the LED system in all operating conditions and environments such as high temperatures, winds and storms.
2. Pay careful attention to the first row of the cabinets levelling and security to prevent creation of gaps and distortions in facing of the LED screen and in building higher rows.
3. Before turning power on, make sure all the power and data cables are connected correctly. Test the large LED screens one section at a time.
during the initial power up and testing.

4. Make sure data cables are not touching the power cables and communication options used meets the distance and connectivity requirements of the site.

5. Make sure the computer is turned on first and then turn on the LED Screen and make sure computer detects the LED screen and data connection is established.

6. Turn off in the opposite sequence by turning the LED screen off before the system.

7. Make sure water cannot enter the electronics and power supply housing of LED.

8. Make sure corrosive chemicals do not enter the air circulation system of LED cabinet.

9. In case of water penetration or harsh storms make sure the electronics are completely dry before turning back on.

10. Make sure the heat generated can be exhausted per design and the system operates within prescribed temperature limits to prevent premature failure of electronic components.

11. Do not operate the LED at full brightness for extended periods of time. The heat generated at full brightness can impact the longevity of the LED components and lights.

12. Turn off the LED billboards in severe weather to prevent lightening damage.

13. Set up the preventative maintenance schedules to check the power system and the heat dissipation (fans, HVAC, Cooling) to ensure proper operating environment is maintained.

14. Make sure the LED screen parameter settings are in compliance with manufacturer recommended settings for optimum operation and colour/image production.

15. Periodically review the spare parts inventory to make sure sufficient parts on hand to address service issues.

16. For the best results make sure the contents are especially designed for the LED displays with the proper attributes.

17. For major installations make sure a multi-function card is installed and tested to automate power-up/down and monitoring as well as energy management, lighting control, security, problem reporting and remote voice and text notifications.

**Note:** Most video contents such as Youtube are designed for backlit LCD monitors and TV's (with white background). These videos will not look as good as professional videos especially produced for LED screens with black (dark) background which utilize attention getting aspects and stimulants.

Professionally prepared LED Videos do not use white frames or backgrounds as this will maximise power consumption, heat generation, irritation of viewers while reducing life-expectancy and real-life imaging. These videos use only 1/10 of second white flash such as used in Dior (J'ador) or Pepsi commercials. These videos use camera flash which is highly attractive in getting viewers attention to the context that is mostly darker backgrounds with bright and colourful highlights to retain viewer attention while delivering the advertising contents or product's message.
Subassembly Issues and Instructions

The One World LED display systems are one embodiment of Flash Module Array Systems. These systems consist of a number of flash modules that can be programmed to map pixels data from their flash memory to upstream LED modules (SMD or Dip lights) in a coordinated manner to render text, pictures and videos. Each flash module can act as an independent receiving card for all the LED modules that are connected to its as upstream devices. Together the Flash Module Array System with LED modules, power supplies enclosed in one or more cabinets produce the LED display screen.

There are two basic cabinet construction methods, custom and standard. Custom configurations are used to make various portable, car-top, bus-side, rental, curved and or fixed-frame and, showroom units. On the other hand, standard cabinet configurations are used to create expandable and very large display screens and billboards for indoor, semi-outdoor and outdoor applications.

A One World LED Car-top unit And a Custom LED Billboard

There are other sub-assemblies and parts that comprise an LED cabinet and a set of cabinets are organised to create an LED Screen or billboard. An LED Cabinet is comprised of Flash-based Module Controller, optional hub, Led modules, Power Supplies and fans. These components are described in more details in this section.

- The Flash-based Module controller is the key component of LED cabinets and frames. This component is also referred to as Receiving Module or Receiving Card. The Receiving Cards may implement different methods of controlling or mapping the received or pre-stored data in their flash memory to the LED modules connected to them with or without a HUB.

Flash Module Controller, AKA “Receiving Card” (Synch or Asynch)
The LED module is the most basic unit and the display component of the LED screens. Below are the pictures and components of the LED modules.

LED Module- Front Side    LED Module-Back Side

The Power Supplies (P.S.) are next most important components of LED displays. Below are some examples of LED Power Supplies.

LED 5V Power Supplies range from 12W to over 300W

High Quality 5V Power Supply of One World LED P8 Outdoor

The Cabinet that forms the basic unit of LED display screen. There are many different types and sizes of cabinets.

LED Cabinet, Mounting frames and LED Modules
The cabinets are the basic building blocks forming a large LED display screen or billboard. The coordinated set of Flash Modules that control the cabinets is a Flash Module Array System or FMAS. Multiple FMAS may be used to construct multi-side screens or very large display walls. Refer to the design consideration section for more details.

Following diagram details the LED cabinets parts breakdown and list.

1. LED Module – different pitch and type have different dimensions
2. Fixed LED Module-Mounting frames matching LED Module dimensions
3. Fan Grill and vent
4. Door Lock
5. Air vent (intake)
6. Handle
7. Power and Network cabinet connections (side links)
8. Bolt holes for cabinet mounting to build multi-cabinet display
9. Power or data network connection (bottom links)
10. Assembly locating holes.
11. Fan(s)
12. Power Supplies
13. Receiving Card (Flash Module LED Controller Card)

Cabinets have different locking mechanisms and may require special keys for opening.
Cabinet's Internal Cabling

Following diagram illustrates a typical power cabling inside each One World LED cabinet.

LED Cabinet's Internal Power Cabling

The diagram below illustrates the data cabling arrangement inside an LED cabinet.

LED Cabinet's Internal Data Cabling of Controller and LED Modules

Note that LED modules comprise of LED light bulb arrays mounted on a PCB that receiving card will map into flash memory locations contents (pixels) by LED mapping application. Below is a diagram of cascading the data cable for Flash Module Array System interconnections (between the controller or receiving cards).

Also note that the Curtain LEDs and the magnetic mounted LED systems do not use cabinets and utilize special mounting systems and housings.
Data Interconnection Cables between Cabinets
Exterior Framing and LED Display Construction

Before building a large display, make sure the design of the frame base and foundation is strong enough to prevent curving and for outdoor structures can stand the strongest possible wind force.

Then start by placing the entire bottom row on the base and in front of the U-channel that will hold the 4X4 CM framing studs. The perfect flat and level base will ensure smooth surface without increasing gaps as the display rows are installed.

Then place the second row from the bottom, aligning the mounting pins and holes before straightening the facing to a no gap finish.

Depending on the number of cabinets make sure to make provision for cascading power cords to terminate toward the power distribution source.
Cabinets' External Data and Power Wiring

After completing the installation of cabinets into the intended configuration, then connect the power lines as outlined below. Power can be turned on for off-line testing of individual cabinets (since there are no interconnecting data or net lines yet).

![LED Cabinets Power Lines Connection Diagram](image)

LED Cabinets Power Lines Connection Diagram

Please note that power lines are connected between a limited number of cabinets not to exceed the maximum available power at each socket of power distribution cabinet and not to exceed the Amps limit of the power cable itself (usually limited to 5 cabinets for 10 AMPs and 8 cabinets for 20 AMPs in P8 and P10 cabinets). This has to be performed by qualified electrician to avoid overdrawning power and damage to Led cabinets electronics.

Next the data cables are connected to build the LED Flash Module Array controller also referred to as net lines interconnecting the cabinets receiving cards. Diagram below depicts a large LED display data lines connections.
LED Cabinets Data Line Interconnections Diagram

Please note this inter-connection order will have to be followed in software configuration of the LED display for the set up software to correctly download the mapping of data (text, video and pictures) pixels into the LED lights array in the LED modules connected to each Flash Array Module.

This section has focused on typical LED display construction using back-serviced cabinets. However, many wall-mounted and balcony rail-mounted displays in tight quarters cannot spare 60 to 100 CM service space required for back-serviced cabinets. This problem is solved by using front-serviceable LED cabinets.

The front-serviced cabinets require more diligent and intricate designs and will normally cost more to manufacture, test and ship. One World LED is a leading designer and manufacturer of front-serviceable indoor and outdoor units with custom cabinet sizes ranging from 50 CM height to 192CM and widths ranging from 40CM to 102 CM and supporting DIP and SMD in P6 to P20 range.

One World LED provides a range of popular magnetic-mounted SMD LED modules for indoor applications as another alternative to heavier front-serviced cabinets.
LED Display Installation Options

There numerous options for installing full colour One World LED screens and billboards. Following are six of the most common installation options.

Other less common installation options for One World LED displays include retrofit of single or double sided front-Serviced (FS) LED displays into existing light box signs and balcony (Single-sided Front Serviced) mounts. Picture below shows one such installation.
Billboards and Structures Check List

Traditional poster and vinyl billboards designs have been standardised around certain key measurements. These key measurements include,

- Length of the Billboard display (L),
- Maximum Height of the Billboard (H),
- Height of the display (H1),
- Height from the ground to the base of display (H2),

This translated into a billboard with display screen of L x H1 square meters. Also note that A) the pole height may exceed the distance between the base of screen to the ground and, the total height H equalling sum of H1 and H2 or (H=H1+H2).

The figures below show a typical manufacturer’s Billboard data sheet.

Typical Traditional Canvas/Vinyl Billboard Data Sheet

These same data sheets are also used for LED billboard designs specifications. However, the critical difference is in, A) design for support of additional LED cabinets weight and, B) Electrical cabling and distribution to power LED cabinets rather than the flood lights around the base of the screens.

Following diagram shows the design and internal space of a typical single pole LED billboard frames for a double sided back-serviceable cabinets.
Typical One World Single Pole LED Billboards

More information about Billboard systems is included in the design considerations sections of this handbook.
LED Retrofit of Light Boxes and Static Signs

One of the largest market segments for LED digital signs is that of retrofit or upgrade of the existing light box and static signs. Below you can find the front and the back pictures of one such static sign.

These signs can easily be upgraded without going through a lengthy development plan approval. However, it is important to work with an experienced LED manufacturer such as One World LED and one of their qualified LED sign designer and installers to avoid problems and have a smooth installation and to enjoy maximum benefits of digital features and capabilities of the LED technology.
The above pictures show the same static sign after a retrofit to LED digital screen with an Adverpost server for remote advertising and contents management. The advantages of the One World LED full colour digital screen is not only it allows variable messaging with little effort it also extends the visibility and application of the sign from day time only to a round the clock.

The above example incorporated six One World LED 480X480mm, P10, Outdoor, Metal-Cabinets to replace an existing 1000X1500mm standard outdoor static sign. A double-frame of 25X60mm Galvanised steel was used for transition and locking of the LED cabinets and cables in the existing frames and the posts.
One World Sports Applications of LED Displays

After commercial advertising billboards, sports complex applications such as scoreboards, replays and perimeter advertising represent the largest segment of the LED market.

Traditionally governments have selected international corporations for installation of stadium scoreboards. This has led to a few companies dominating this market. However, most of these corporations deploy and install proprietary and non-standard systems that are obsolete and hard to maintain and upgrade.

Today, most local resellers are backed by manufacturers like One World LED are able to install and support the state of the art Sport LED solutions at a fraction of those international players. These solutions as described in this section provide a superior technology, quality and interoperability than the proprietary solutions of older providers.

This section covers the key aspects of the Sports LED Display market.

Product Description:

The One World LED Sports Perimeter Display can be used for advertising on the perimeter/boundary of a football, cricket, baseball, rugby and other sports’ fields.

For outdoor or indoor applications including basketball, ice hockey, tennis perimeter displays, One World LED has the technology and experience to provide the best LED display systems. Below is an example of the functional specifications with reference to a 12mm outdoor led perimeter display. For more information on other pixel pitch, drop us an e-mail and we will be glad to supply the information you need.

Functional Specification

One World LED offers a large array of high quality full color, indoor/outdoor, synch/asynch LED displays systems with resolutions ranging from P4 to P20. These system offer features including:
(1) Multiple file formats including AVI, MOV, MPG, DAT, VOB are comprehensive, and also we have three display mode as VGA+VIDE and VGA. There are also interfaces for Sound signal and video signal.

(2) 10 BIT grade grey control system and the color is over 16.7 millions, and the brightness, contrast, saturation, chromic can be adjusted by manual and sensor, whose scope is 256 grade.

(3) Supports multiple concurrent windows for word, text, graph, picture, video, 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional cartoon and other information and supporting multiple OS platforms synchronously and/or asynchronously. The larger pitch displays with multiple red LEDs incorporate virtual Pixel technology for improved sharpness of image display.

(4) Can be connected with PC (Windows or Linux) and the web with content management systems locally or remotely.

(5) Can be used outdoor in any weather condition with excellent antisepsis and waterproofing.

**Special Design for Sports Facilities**

Soft front screen, to prevent sportsman injuries and to protect the screen from balls and other objects. Module photos as below:

![2R1G1B soft frame of led module](image)

Adjustability: can be used for fixed perimeter display or the sliding degree adjustable. Display cabinet supports multiple angle adjustments. Following is a gallery of sports LED pictures.

Advertising Platform: attractive high resolution technology incorporating Flash Module Array Systems with multiple software technology platforms support (Windows and Linux) for scalable advertising with real-time web support.
The pictures here show the backdoor and slide/lock mechanism for field installation and service in a fixed or removable arrangement of perimeter display system.

Picture above demonstrates interlocking perimeter display cabinets to form a seamless configuration.
The cabinet accessories are removable. Same systems can be used in multiple settings as perimeter display or back serviceable large screen systems with higher resolution (for example, P4, P8, P10, etc.) for replay and or scoreboards.

The cabinet's side locks allow seamless arrangements for interconnecting cabinet to form a perimeter display. Below is the side view of a display cabinet.

For Design Specification for Sports LED products is contact One World LED or visit One World LED website.
Chapter 2 – Design considerations

One World LED Design Considerations

This section covers design considerations for various LED display parts.

LED Components Considerations

For full colour LED displays the brightness is controlled by factors such as the LED component type, quality, size and quantity per pixel site. Quality is determined by manufacturing process and technology.

The component type may be SMD or DIP. DIP is usually much larger and provides for higher design flexibility for outdoor applications where higher pitch and additional brightness is required, especially in applications where the screen may be directly facing the sun for parts of the day (referred to east or west facing installations). SMD is more common for indoor and smaller short-distance outdoor applications.

Quantity of pixels refers to the population of LED components per pixel. For example a P16 LED module design may incorporate 1R1G1B (one red, one green and one blue) or 2R1G1B (2 Red, 1 Green, 1 Blue) or 2R2G1B (2 Red, 2 Green, 1 Blue) depending on the increasing level luminescence and brightness needed by the application. Utilising the wrong design in pitch, quality or quantity will compromise the picture quality and visibility of the full colour images and videos.

Diagram of 8X8 LED PCB Cover P16 Design Incorporating 2R2G1B
LED Component brands for LED screen

The LED lamps are a key component of the LED display systems. This component determines the most important and visible features of the screens. These components are supplied in two different forms of SMD (all three in one) and DIP (separate red, green and blue lamps) and various sizes to meet the design needs of various pitch and module sizes. For this discussion, we are using the overall experience and criteria for LED display screens.

Because the LED lamps determine the visible qualities of the screen and are comprise the largest number of components used in building and maintaining the LED screens, their reliability numbers are often used to establish or quote the system’s reliability.

The LED lamp quality and functionality are determined by the component’s brand and manufacture. These lights are expected to last 5 to 10 years and their energy utilization, maintenance of brightness and colour clarity will determine the usability, service life and cost of ownership.

The largest of the over 100 LED component manufacturers include:

- Silan (China)
- Epistar (Taiwan)
- Nichia (Japan)
- Cree (USA)
- AXT (USA)
- Taiwan-Opto (Taiwan)

The market ranking opinions vary depending on the application of LED components and the lamp colours. For example for street lighting and commercial space lighting use, Cree may be ranked number 1 and for quality of overall components, Nichia may be ranked highest. Primarily for these reasons not relevant to full colour LED displays, Nichia and Cree are the most expensive Led components. However, for full LED screen displays and as explained above, Silan is the most preferred LED component of One World LED.

Because most of these components are new and have not been around for 5 years or more, the life-expectancy is usually determined by deploying a very large number of components for a short period of time. For example, if 10,000 LED lamps of a certain manufacturer remain operational at full brightness for a 10 hour period then that constitutes 100,000 hours of operation without failure or degradation. In reality, no one has left a Cree or Nichia LED lamp on for a period of ten years to see if it remains acceptably operational in the desired environments. However, extensive use of Silan by One World has helped us conclude it is a superior product for our designs and user environments in LED screens.

Other key factors for comparing LED components include: Reliability, Brightness, Sensitivity, Cost of ownership, ROI.
LED Module Circuit Design Considerations

One World LED is proud to detail the design of various LED system components in this section for the benefit of all LED users, designers and system integrators. Design of LED circuits, modules, frames and components. This section briefly outlines diagrams of single, dual and full colour LED circuits, PCB and mounting frames.

Above Diagrams Detail Design Considerations of a Single Colour LED Circuit

The above shows the single colour LED circuit design that is commonly used to construct very low cost scrolling text message boards and signs. This LED circuit would normally require a very simple Flash Module Array or Asynchronous receiving card (depending on the size) to map the bit matrix of different characters into LED arrangement and provide different effects such as scrolling, raining and flashing.

Changing this design to a two colour LED is fairly simple and the diagram below shows the design considerations for such circuits. Again, the same control systems with little or no modifications can control such dual colour LED modules. The additional effect control of colour designation is needed to map the text or display to the LED array of the colour selected.

The positioning and population of the LED components on PCB real estate will determine the pitch and view quality. The higher the density the higher the quality and usefulness versus the viewing distance. See below for more details.
Note - One of the important design considerations in transferring the design of an LED circuit to a PCB is that of maximising the effect of the displayed image and reducing or efficiently allocating the dead-space (unused real-estate) to prevent black line or background visibility for non-curtain LED modules. This is best shown
by the design of the LED PCB covers shown in the diagrams with the circuit designs.

What is LED?

Since their inception in the early ‘60’s, light emitting diodes (LEDs) have gained widespread use and now can be found nearly everywhere. The devices are created by depositing two thin layers of materials onto a substrate, one with an excess of electrons and the other having “holes” and needing electrons to achieve a more stable state.

When a potential is applied across the device, the electrons and holes move in the opposite directions. This causes light to be emitted with a wavelength and color determined by the energy released when the electrons and holes combine.

Importance of Module Design Considerations

One key PCB Design consideration is whether to use Lights and Driver ICs together or separate. Following shows design keeping lights and driver ICs separate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantage: Good heat dissipation</th>
<th>Disadvantage: Inductive effect of interference (2R1G1B Shown)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good heat dissipation</td>
<td>Inductive effect of interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2R1G1B Shown)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
And the following figures show the design incorporating lights and driver ICs together.

This one example of module design consideration proves that users can risk reliability, uptime and service costs versus operational integrity of the LED screen. Especially, those users who select solely based on price or by selecting an LED product without full consideration of product design features for given applications.

**LED Display’s Scan Rate (or Mode) and Refresh Rate**

The scanning rate of LED display should not be confused with the refresh rate of the display which refers to number of images per second that can be displayed on the screen. Following section details the Scan Rate explanation.

■ Means LED is driven by IC and, □ means LED is off for this explanation.

Each driver IC chip has 16 pins, and can drive up to 16 LED components at the same time. Static drive mode means all the LEDs on the LED module are driven by IC at a given time, as shown in the following image:
1/12 scan mode, means 1/12th of LEDs on the module of this example are driven by the IC chips at a time, and next cycle the next 1/12th of LEDs are driven as shown in cycles below. In this example the LED lights are off 11/12th of the time or most of the time which will make the screen to appear much less bright (or dark).

1/6 scan mode, means 1/6th of LEDs on the module are driven by the IC at a given time, and next 1/6th LED are driven next. Below pictures four cycles of driving the screen at 1/6th scan rate.

The above example of 1/6th scan rate is twice as bright as the 1/12th scan rate but will require twice the number of IC driver chips and consume twice as much power. Another way of looking at this is that the 1/12th scan rate the lights are off twice as much as 1/6th scan rate.

Note: Because the scan rate change scan lines faster than can be noticed visually, one feels like the LEDs light are on all the time. In fact, the scan rate has LEDs off at the complemented rate. Thus, the effective brightness is a function of LEDs Scan Rate.
Consequently, the lower scan rate can save LED driver IC counts, energy and costs and increase life expectancy and reliability. The trade off is the brightness and visibility. Following details some of the effects on the LED screen:

1) **Brightness**: The high scan rate means more LEDs light are on at one time, so the brightness are higher as compared to lower scan rate. In theory, for the same LED display, static scan is double brightness of 1/2 scan, and 1/4 scan is double brightness of 1/8 scan. But this is not an absolute formula, because the design may not require the higher brightness, and or demand lower current draw. So, the brightness is a design factor that impacts the LED purchase, reliability and operation costs.

2) **Refresh rate**: Usually lower scan rates (1/16 or 1/8) associates with lower refresh rate and the higher scan rates with higher refresh rates. And this is not necessarily a direct relationship as multiples formula of brightness, because the refresh rate mostly depends on the PCB design and control system.

3) **Power consumption**: In theory, the higher scan, the higher power consumption. This relates to the multiples formula, for example 1/5 scan rate doubles the power consumption over the 1/10 scan rate. Also, it restrict by the current, factories may reduce current and finally reduce power and brightness. Therefore, it’s very important to choose correct scan rate for LED displays optimum operation. It is not necessarily the higher the better or the converse of it. For the optimum design of LED screen, one must take into consideration the Size, Pitch, Scan Rate (brightness, power consumption), refresh rate and purchase budget.

**LED Module Power Calculations**

The maximum power requirements for LED modules are calculated as follows.

1- For the LED display components the max current requirements are: R=20mA, G=15mA, B=7mA, in total, it is safe to use 50mA for calculation. And voltage is 5V.

2- Then take modules resolution, say, for a P6 module with 32×16 pixels of 1R1G1B as above, 1/8 Scan Rate as an example, the Maximum power in Watts is calculated as:

\[ W = V \times I \Rightarrow 32 \times 16 \times 5V \times 0.05A \times 1/8 = 16W. \]

For more explanations you may refer to the following link: [http://www.lednews.org/whats-the-scan-mode-for-led-display/](http://www.lednews.org/whats-the-scan-mode-for-led-display/) for original source of this material.
Virtual Pixel Technology

For the large pixel (P16 or higher) with multiple red and or green LED lights the normal display of separate pixels may appear too grainy and jagged. The Virtual Pixel technology can be used to enhance the sharpness of image or video. This is accomplished by sharing each LED by the four contiguous pixels around it at the same time. See drawing below. Unlike the real pixel which uses each pixel’s LED lights to display only one color dot, the Virtual Pixel shared lights between adjoining pixels to display multiple dots at the same time thus smoothing the edges.

Diagrams of Virtual Pixel vs. Real Pixel Display (Source: http://www.led-displays-china.com)

With the virtual pixel technology, it is possible to use the same number of pixels to display a sharper image or video than on a similar size and pitch real pixel led display. Theoretically, the Virtual Pixel technology may requires as low as $\frac{1}{4}$ of the real pixel display for similar drawing image sharpness. In other words, on the same size LED display, the sharpness with the virtual pixel technology could be up to 4 times better than the one real pixel technology display of the same pitch. But in reality, the sharpness of virtual pixel LED display is at best 70 percent better than a similar pitch real pixel display depending on the contents of the image.

**The Virtual Pixel LED display Versus the Real Pixel Display**

1. **Physical Arrangement:**

Generally in a real pixel LED display, each pixel consists of 1 red, 1 green and 1 blue LED (1R1G1B). Although all the pixels are placed in average distance, not all the LEDs are placed in average distance. Each pixel can easily be identified from other pixels in a close inspection.

In virtual pixel LED display, each pixel consists of 2 reds, 1 green, and 1 blue LED (2R1G1B).
All the LEDs are placed in average distance. Each LED is shared by the contiguous 4 pixels. So there’s an easy way to distinguish virtual pixel LED display by the physical appearance is to see if the pixel consists of 4 LEDs (2R1G1B), and if all the LEDs are placed in average distance.

2. Resolution Effect:

In real pixel LED display, each LED is dedicated to 1 pixel only. But in virtual pixel LED display, each LED is shared by 4 adjacent pixels at the same time. This combined with the image processing technology improves the resolution of virtual pixel LED display by a theoretical factor of 4 over real pixel led display of same size and pitch.

When showing the texts, the LEDs can’t be shared by 4 pixels at the same time. This results in nullifying the Virtual Pixel processing effects. Virtual Pixel is only effective for images.

Diagram of Virtual Pixel Processing of an Image (Source: http://www.led-displays-china.com)
One World LED PCB Mounting Frame Design Considerations

Following are two different P4 frame designs for support of the same P4 indoor SMD PCB and cover in different quantities.

Mounting Frame of Two P4 PCB Modules (32x64 Pixels) On Cabinets

Six P4 PCB Modules (64x96 Pixels) Mounting Frame On Cabinets Above

The first frame for two modules will simplify the maintenance while the second frame will simplify the assembly at manufacturing. Note - Each diagram depicts all 4 views.
Communication Options

Following diagram depicts the general One World LED display communication options.

The communication options are not necessarily supported by all display models. Consult the management software categories section of this handbook to ensure the functional requirements of their digital display can be met with communication option specified and a compatible management software that can integrate seamlessly.

The Communication Options are usually the features and functions of Flash Module Array or LED display controller cards. The LED display controller cards and options are described in the next section. The most important features supported by the communication options is the ability to communicate with hosts and networks for display contents management in some cases referred to as Video Loops or Advertising contents. This communication ability is broadly divided into Synchronous (real-time with computer) and Asynchronous (pre-scripted contents downloaded for off-line or stand-alone display).

Depending on the Synchronous or Asynchronous capabilities of the controller cards (sending and receiving cards) one of the many software and set up programs can be used to set up the LED display features and its operation parameters. Many of the
hundreds of the controller card manufacturers provide their own software. The users must take extreme caution in selecting the controller card as many of these suppliers are small and unstable companies and are not expected to survive the shake out.

**Synchronous and Asynchronous LED Display Controllers**

The operating mode of the LED display is determined by the design sophistication and features of the controls for the Flash Module Array System that comprises the LED display. This control system then can operate in one of the two modes of Synchronous or Asynchronous.

It is important to note that the mode of operation may be independent of communication option used to control the display or manage its contents.

**Synchronous Mode Operation**

In this mode the LED is coupled with a computer system or server that hosts all the contents and scheduling and coordination of those contents with real-time information on the web or various media such as news, weather, and traffic, emergency broadcast systems, etc.

The Synchronous LED display systems can also operate in Asynchronous mode. These systems are designed to revert back to playing stored contents in the displays Flash Array Modules or the receiving cards, either on command or upon loss of communication with the system or the network.

Asynchronous systems may use a Sending card that controls all online operations of the LED display or operate with Sending card emulation programs. The latter method uses the computer platforms NIC card or port for communication with the LED display. The LED display systems utilising the network port of the host or server to replace the sending card is a patented method.

**Asynchronous Mode Operation**

LED displays designed to operate in Asynchronous mode usually have a lot less sophisticated design and are limited to special purpose or standalone operation such as single colour LED messaging displays or portable traffic announcement trailer displays.

The Asynchronous mode controller cards have limited built-in features that allow scrolling of text, blinking or flashing pre-stored animation characters. These controllers usually have limited number of pixel or matrix arrangements/ As a result, Asynchronous LED displays may not be reconfigured or expanded with the same ease as the Synchronous LED displays. However, for fixed and limited feature messaging displays, Asynchronous LED displays offer a lower cost solution.
Optional Input Devices

In Synchronous mode the solution may incorporate a Sending card\(^3\) and a dedicated server. The following diagram depicts the solution involving a sending card and various input devices that may be used to provide contents to the LED display system.

![Various Input Devices and PC Connections to LED Display](image)

Refer to various set up and contents management software user’s guide for display management solutions and instructions.

The diagram above also optionally shows an installed TV tuner card so the TV broadcasts may also be sent to the LED display.

Asynchronous mode operation is not suitable for optional input devices and PC real-time input streams, etc. This is a key reason for selecting LED display systems that are designed for synchronous or dual mode operations.

One World LED systems are commonly designed for dual-mode operations. That is online operation using an Adverpost server. These systems may or may not be equipped with a sending card. Dedicated LED displays without a sending card or Flash Module Array System hard-panel use a patented method\(^4\) operation that uses a host-based emulator to replicate the sending card functions.

---

3 Sending cards are usually a PCI card that must be installed on a PC with a PCI slot and a free USB port and as shown in the diagram above. Speakers are usually supported by the sound card of the PC, thus an advanced motherboard with good specification and fast CPU can be very helpful for complex configurations.

4 This patented method has been invented by Color Light Company of China which cooperates with One World Technology of Suzhou.
The diagram shows the features and options of the Adverpost Gold Server hardware package.

LED Display Cabinet and Enclosures Design Considerations

There is a large number of possible Cabinet and enclosure options for each LED display application. However, a knowledgeable user or designer will be able to specify the best solution that meets or exceeds all the application's needs. This specification should be justified by comparison of alternatives and selection of the one that best meets the user application needs.

The various cabinet and enclosure options are designed to best meet the application's requirements such as:

- Permanent or Temporary (rental) installation
- Message or Advertising (Text or colour)
- Single, Dual or Full Colour
- Asynchronous (no Computer or Server) or Synchronous (with Server)
- Fixed or variable with or without real-time
- Fixed or scrolling text
• Fixed or variable picture and video loops
• Real-time feed (news, stocks, weather, direct access for TV news/sports)
• Emergency broadcast and services
• Indoor or Outdoor (protected or exposed to environment)
• Size and Location
• Communication option
  4. Low speed or High speed
  5. Wired, Wireless or Mobile
  6. Periodic, interval or Continuous
Hanging, pole mount, roof-top, wall-mount,
• Viewing range and direction
• Custom and special cabinets and enclosures
  ◦ Car-top
  ◦ Trailer
  ◦ Bus-side
  ◦ Magnetic Mount
  ◦ Building side, Curtain LED
  ◦ Stage and Dance Floor
  ◦ Other Custom Applications

This section details some of the most common cabinet and enclosure options meeting most common requirements listed above.
Double-Sided Front-Serviced LED Cabinet

Following are examples of One World LED standard and non-standard LED Cabinets.

The standard cabinet sizes can range from 48cm X 48cm to 192cm X 192cm. However, it is important to note that the cabinet size is also bound by the number of LED modules that it must support. This results in cabinet dimensions being a multiple of module sizes for the given pixel pitch. For example, a 96cm X 96 cm cabinet can support 6x6 P10 modules each configured for 16X16 RGB P10 pixels.

Another popular One World LED design for Australia is the 1920CM X 80CM front-serviceable cabinet. Following is the One World LED design for this cabinet.
These cabinets may be wall-mounted in various configurations. One such configuration is shown in One World LED wall-mount diagram below.

Please note that cabinets for multi-cabinet configurations allow the cascading of power and data cables as necessary to run internal or external to the cabinets.

Note- For wall-mount installations, it is important to consider a hanging frame especially where the wall may not provide a perfect flat surface. The hanging frame which hangs on the wall brackets and provides a basis for hanging the cabinets on the frame. This will allow the LED surface to be a much more even. This design is shown in the diagram below.
One World LED 192 X 320 Wall-mount Front-Serviced LED display

One World LED Double-sided Front Serviced Cabinet

Some of other One World LED cabinet configurations are shown below for various application considerations.
One World LED has a large variety of cabinet options for various types of applications as shown in this section. For standard cabinet sizes, please refer to the One World LED website.
Billboards and Large LED Signs Designs

There are many different LED Billboard design systems. These designs cater to various applications which must take into account the location and best use as well as size of screens or screens and their directions.

Following is a sample of multi-direction billboard systems and their subsystems’ design considerations.

**Single and Multi-direction Billboards Structures**

![Single Pole Multi-side Billboard Structure Design](image1)

![Dual Pole Single and Double Sided Billboard Structure Design](image2)

Above diagrams show some of the possible One World LED Billboards structure designs.

Next, one must consider the design of the necessary Billboard subsystems to meet the application needs.
Billboard Systems and Subsystems

Each LED billboard’s main system consists of the following parts:

- **LED Cabinet** – LED Modules are mounted on the LED Cabinets. Each cabinet also hosts the LED Module drivers and Power Supplies. The Cabinets are interconnected to build the desired size LED billboards.

- **Billboard Steel Structure** – Poles and frames for mounting the LED Cabinets.

- **Billboard Electronics** – which includes the server and electrical system for LED Screens

- **LED Screens** – Screens are approximately L meters wide and H1 meters high and a minimum of H2 meters above ground.

### One World LED Base Billboard Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Length (L)</th>
<th>Height(H1)</th>
<th>ToLED(H2)</th>
<th>Pole (H)</th>
<th>Pitch</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OWL-25S</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Single-Sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL-25D</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Double-Sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL-25T</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Triple-Sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL-39S</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Single-Sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL-39D</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Double-Sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL-39T</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Triple-Sided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that H1 and L refer to screen height and width while the H2 and H refer to height to the bottom of screen and the total height of the billboard pole(s). Refer to billboards structure checklist in the previous chapter for more details.

Depending on the size and location, the billboard system may also include,

- **Content Management System** – controls networking, contents, brightness and timing related factors and issues.

- **HVAC system** – controls environmental and operations related factors.

- **Power Management and Control Systems** – Allow local and remote management of power, reset and sequencing of up and down.
Billboards Control Systems

Billboards are the more complex forms of LED systems and they may have multiple screens on each side and multiple sides. The large installations also may require solar panels and HVAC systems for trouble-free operations.

The structure design and construction usually requires various government agency approvals. The construction itself will also require electrical distribution, security, lighting, power sequencing and HVAC control systems. While most of these systems are known to architects and engineers, the lighting and power control system is not well known and understood. Following is one such control system that is optional with One World LED Billboard LED systems. Following is the diagram of One World LED multifunction control card.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature sensor</td>
<td>Four probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness sensor</td>
<td>Four probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio output port</td>
<td>Voice transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relay</td>
<td>DC output current (3A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output voltage (12V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>DC 5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input port</td>
<td>100M/1000M adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output port</td>
<td>100M/1000M adaptive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diagram of One World LED Multifunction Control Module

A multi-function control module enables the LED system features such as remote power on/off control, automatic brightness adjustment and control, delay protection for ascending sequence of LED cabinets’ power on and descending sequence of LED cabinets’ power off.

Other features of multi-function control include remote voice message as well as temperature and humidity monitoring and reporting.

Following is a diagram of single-sided single-pole One World LED billboard for discussion.
Diagram of LED Screen Part of a One World LED Billboard

Diagram of Single Pole Part of a One World LED Billboard

Please refer to One World Billboard for more detailed design documentation.
One World Trailer and Truck LED Design Considerations

There are two basic functional LED trailer designs, 1) Low-end for text/figure notice signs and, 2) High-end for full colour video applications.

The low-end trailers are asynchronous, Low resolution (P25, P30, P37, P40), text based, simple, cheap and suitable for low cost rental events such as roadwork/traffic notices or garage sale and going out of business sales events. These LED trailer designs usually incorporate solar power with battery backup as target locations may not be equipped with power and would require a power generator for short, cloudy and overcast days. Following figure shows samples of these products.

The high-end LEDs usually incorporate full colour high resolution (P6, P8, P10 or P12), synchronous/asynchronous control, with silent generators or extended power cords for direct plug in to the standard wall sockets (10, 15 and 20AMP, 110/220V) and can be used for conventions, store opening, special events, concerts, sporting events and exhibitions.

Both One World high-end Platform and Custom trailer LED designs incorporate silent diesel generators. The Platform product is designed for rental applications where the trailer unjustifiably increases the cost of each unit. These units are significantly less costly and only
one flatbed trailer is needed to transport a large number of units to client locations. The hydraulic lifts allow simple loading and unloading for installation and removal. These units incorporate Synchronous and Asynchronous controllers for standalone or networked applications.

The classic and economical One World LED full colour trailer which uses standard power extension cord for standard 110/220V power points is shown below.

One World LED Full Colour Economical Trailer LED

One World LED has several Trailer designs including very large semi-trailer truck versions for special occasions such as festivals, concerts, marathons, auto-races and other major sporting events. For more information contact One World LED.
One World LED Showcase Products

The Showcase LED products are elegantly designed LED screens for both indoor and outdoor shopping-mall and retail advertising applications. The specific applications may include cosmetic department, home furnishings, office furniture, computer store, auto-showroom, financial centre, travel agencies and so on.

One World LED Showcase & One World LED Grand Showcase

These products are designed in two models of Showcase (1M W X 2.5M H) and Grand Showcase (1.6M W X 2.5M H). Both models are available in P6, P8 and P10 indoor and outdoor (SMD) versions.

1. Most attraction form of advertising with Adverpost.
2. Metal frame with highest quality One World LED modules.
3. Elegant and practical look, easy to install and change displays.
4. Excellent outdoor performance for shop/boutique windows.
5. Bright LED light source, safer and with longer service life.
6. Remote and scheduled contents and brightness control function.
7. Optional speaker for stereo sound support.
8. Optional Plexiglass lockable cover doors.
10. Applications: merchandising, hotel, cosmetics, studio, company, exhibition halls & roadside, traffic notification, etc.

These products are ideal for multiple location networked applications with Adverpost.
Chapter 3 – One World LED Display Systems and Software

LED Computer System and Software

LED display contents are normally produced, downloaded and or updated using a computer-based system or a host. This information and contents are delivered through a wired or wireless connection locally or over a network, including Internet.

Of course the key element in this environment is the LED displays capabilities discussed previously. Chief amongst these is the full colour modules and flash module array system commonly referred to as Sending and Receiving Cards or LED Controller Cards. The receiving card(s) determine the operating mode and features of LED display.

Operating mode of LED display can be Synchronous, Asynchronous or both. Synchronous means a computer system is continually driving the display like monitors. Asynchronous mean the control cards periodically are connected for update of flash module array contents. Once the update is complete and verified the control cards simply loop through the data or proceed to display them as scheduled with no real time or network operations capability. are operating the LED display independent of any computer systems and networks.

For LED displays operating in asynchronous mode also called off-line mode any computer may be used to connect to display that can “connect” to the display through its supported communication option. No dedicated computer is required. However for synchronous mode operations a computer is required to be connected to the display.

Normally more sophisticated LED billboards and and screens have a dedicated system which is not only used for delivering real-time video, audio and contents but it can also allow access via Internet. In some cases, these dedicated computers may also be equipped with TV capture cards and or other peripherals for live camera input and streaming video.

One World LED System Configurations

One World Led offers three models of computer systems especially designed to support various applications and operation needs of LED displays and billboards. These three models are,

**Bronze** – Low end LED display/billboard dedicated computer.
**Silver** – midrange system for large multi-side LED displays with Adverpost.
**Gold** – large full featured Led server with Adverpost to manage multiple display billboards and screens with live feed support.
Depending on the targeted functionality, these systems provide a migration path for more sophisticated use and application of LED display systems.

These systems are pre-configured with open source software or MS Windows as needed and are supported by One World LED.

**Software Options and Contents Management**

The One World LED screen may be supplied with software utilities depending on customer needs. Resellers offer many different types of management software depending on customer application. The management software categories and applications include:

**Internet/Server and Host-Based Advertising and Contents Management**

- **Adverpost** – Available from One World LED and Elite Marketing
- **Nexus Domain** – Available from Cisco for Minimum of $50,000/License
- **Scala** – Available from SCALA – average cost of $1000/screen/year
- **Others** such as Lyrebird, Stinova, Morphead, Gatemedia, etc.

**Local Display Setup and Management Utilities**

- **LEDStudio** - [http://www.linsn.net/](http://www.linsn.net/) Linsn Technologies
- **LEDEditor & LedSET** - [http://www.ledsign.cc/](http://www.ledsign.cc/) Xixun Electronics
- **LEDCenter** – Good for text based single colour message boards
- **LEDArt** – Shenzhen Huidu Technology
- **Others** for text based and other messaging and display applications.

Following is a summary description of the LED display setup and contents management software and utility packages.
LED Display Contents Management

Adverpost

This is a global display device locator and contents management software package by Elite Marketing that incorporates patented technologies for digital display listing and location, cost comparison tool, as well as contents management for LED/LCD devices using patented IPAM/Adverpost innovations.

This software package facilitates loop scheduling and editing as well display query to show all locations a given advertising or display file is being presented with corresponding schedules. It is the most comprehensive new tool for digital contents management with significant upgrades and enhancements for future expansion.

Adverpost is available at One World LED, Elite Marketing or any of the qualified resellers.

Lyrebird

This is a Kazo product. This software is a networked LED Display contents management system that allows remote operation and script preparation (display loop editor) and scheduling for a number of LED and or LCD devices. For more information refer to the link [http://www.linsn.net/](http://www.linsn.net/)

This product is available and supported by Kazo business partners.

SCALA

Is one of the oldest contents/media management utility for creating, scheduling and remote management of display advertising loops it refers to as"Playlists". This package was originally designed for LCD display networks and is best suited for that environment.

SCALA file management database allows organisation of media files by various attributes such as filename, file type and metadata. User must select the data base that best suits his or her environment like MySQL, MS SQL or PostgreSQL. The cost per display can run in excess of $1000 per display per year.

For more information contact Scala.
### Appendix 1 - LED Hardware Issues and Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED Issue or Fault</th>
<th>Possible Reason(s)</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part of an LED module is off or led lights not lighting</td>
<td>A) Disconnected power</td>
<td>1) Check Power supply and contacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) Bad driver ICs or contacts to PCB module</td>
<td>2) Check Data cable leads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An entire LED module is off or few modules in a row are off</td>
<td>A) Disconnected power or lead to the first module in a cascade</td>
<td>1) Check the power cable leads and contacts and reconnect, crimp or reconnect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) Bad Power Supply or connection</td>
<td>2) Reconnect to the leads of Power supply or replace P.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C) Bad or missing Data Cables</td>
<td>3) Reconnect or replace data cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire Screen is off but the receiving card green light blinks or does not blink</td>
<td>A) Cat5 cable(s) disconnected on Receiving card or cabinet</td>
<td>1) Reconnect or reseat the cat 5 cables and the RJ45 connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) Problem with input or output of previous cabinet in the cascade link</td>
<td>2) Check the Input and Output ports and connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C) No power to receiving card</td>
<td>3) Restore 5V to Flash Module Controller card (receiving card)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Receiving card or sending card is faulty or damaged</td>
<td>4) Call for Service if problem persists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All or some cabinets play off-line (Asynch) contents in Synch mode</td>
<td>A) DVI input is disconnected</td>
<td>1) Reconnect or replace the DVI cable or connections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) The display is not correctly set-up</td>
<td>2) Restore set-up or set-up again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C) Sending card is faulty or intermittent</td>
<td>3) Call for Service if not resolved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No video on LED display and the green light of sending card does not blink or</td>
<td>A) Data cable disconnected or faulty</td>
<td>1) Re-seat the data cable or replace the data cable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flash</td>
<td>B) Sending connector of previous module or receiving circuitry of first module in</td>
<td>2) Check the problem by reconnecting to another module or skipping the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the row is bad</td>
<td>first off (or out) module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C) Bad hub port or connection</td>
<td>3) Verify the connection to and the hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D) Dirt build up in the circuit</td>
<td>4) Try dry air cleaning and reseating connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section of a cabinet in form of a row of modules is off</td>
<td>A) Data cable disconnected or faulty</td>
<td>1) Reseat or reconnect data cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) Sending connector of previous module or receiving circuitry of first module in</td>
<td>2) Clean contacts and retry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the row is bad</td>
<td>3) Call for service to replace module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C) The first LED in the row has a cold solder joint or is loose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A number of pixels are off or missing a colour</td>
<td>A) Data cable is loose or disconnected.</td>
<td>1) Reseat or reconnect data cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) Sending module port or receiving port on the module is faulty</td>
<td>2) Clean contacts and retry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C) The first LED in the row has a cold solder joint or is loose</td>
<td>3) Call for service to replace module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few Cabinets are off</td>
<td>A) missing power</td>
<td>1) Restore power to cabinets in the power chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture or video faulty or choppy on the entire display</td>
<td>A) Set up is damaged or incorrect</td>
<td>1) Restart operation to reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) Flash Array control or mapping</td>
<td>2) Verify the data cable and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Description</td>
<td>Possible Causes</td>
<td>Remedies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One cabinet is off or plays offline contents</td>
<td>A) Data not getting to receiving card circuit and mapping unit</td>
<td>1) Reseat and reconnect RJ45 terminal&lt;br&gt;2) Check the power supplies and cables&lt;br&gt;3) Call for service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C) Wireless transmission inadequate or weak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Upgrade to stronger transceiver pair or limit the distance to screen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED can not be found or network port not detected</td>
<td>A) Sending card connections missing</td>
<td>1) Verify operations of the ports and connections&lt;br&gt;2) Reconnect or replace wires&lt;br&gt;3) Replace Sending card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) Serial port not connected (Sending card)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C) Bad Sending card</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D) PC port is damaged or blown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few modules stay off or flicker</td>
<td>A) Power source missing, intermittent or damaged</td>
<td>1) Check Power supply and the connections&lt;br&gt;2) Power supply or cable needs to be replaced or re-connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B) Power is disconnected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2 - LED Digital Signage Selection Guide

How to Select LED

Following are the key criteria for LED selection;

1. Location – Indoor, Outdoor or Semi-outdoor

Location will determine some of the most important factors for selecting the correct LED. Whether the location supports access to the back of the LED system such as rooftop, large billboards and stage backdrops or requires front access for servicing the LED system, different types of cabinets and modules will be required. Additionally, if the final location of the LED demands viewing through the LED screens such as facing the high-rise buildings and structures with occupants needing natural lighting or viewing through the LED screen then different LED technologies such as curtain LEDs must be considered. Following details key aspect for LED selection depending on location.

Where you intend to install the signage determines this aspect of selection.

**Indoor**- for inside the building and indoor environment (and air-conditioned) spaces such as indoor arenas, lobby of hotels, churches or shopping malls the *indoor*-type LED should be selected. The indoor LED must be protected from direct exposure to the harsh weather such as direct sunlight and rain. Controlled temperature will extend the life-expectancy and up-time of the indoor LED systems.

**Outdoor**- for the locations outdoor and directly exposed to the environment such as stadiums, roadside, billboards, or on the high-rise buildings, the *outdoor*-type LED should be selected.

**Semi-outdoor**- If the location is protected from exposure to rain, direct sunlight and children’s access such as in an enclosed balcony or windowless buildings then the *semi-outdoor*-type should be selected.

Also review the **Duty-Cycle** factor as it is another key factor in selecting the correct product that meets your application requirements. If the natural light and viewing through the LED screen is required then Curtain LEDs must be specified for the indoor, outdoor or semi-outdoor. These factors make significant difference in cost per square meter of the final product being specified.
2. Size, Shape & Pitch -

These parameters are inter-dependent and determined by the location, power and the view-range.

**Size** - Once you have measured the height, width and depth of the space and availability and type of the power (110, 220 and 30, 50 or 100 Amp, etc.) then you want to make sure the selected LED size (and number of cabinets, height, width & depth) can be accommodated. Then select the LED size that supports the viewing range where the audience traffic will take place. For example for a typical shopping mall an indoor, 2M X 4M may provide the best effect while for fashion displays a P6 indoor display 3M H X 1.5M W on a 50CM platform may provide the best size.

**Shape** – determines if any curvature or flat panels are required.

**Pitch** – The pitch determines the contents of the display and the range of viewing. The longer the viewing range the larger the pitch should be as it also determines the lighting capacity and visibility. For example, for outdoor signage to be mounted on the high-rise buildings for visibility in the skylines, pitches 20 or higher must be considered where is for indoor applications usually the P10 or less should be considered. Whereas for small and narrow high foot-traffic streets and malls P6 to P8 provides the best viewing experience where heights of 2 meter or higher and widths of 4 meter or more can be supported.

3. Mode of Operation

The application of the LED display System will determine the features and functionality requirements of the LED display system. The design features of the Flash Module Array System determine the features and operational capabilities of the LED screen. There are three modes of operations Synchronous, Asynchronous and Both (Dual). These modes were briefly described in the communications options section of this Handbook. A summary description of these operation modes follows.

- **Synchronous** – This means that LED screen operating features and operations are controlled by the host system or server that is connected to it. The software utilities that set up and control the LED display operate under the operating system and services of this host system or server that is connected to the LED. This connection may be one of the various communication means that are supported by the host and interfacing with the LED Flash Module Array System using any method such as Cat-5, Wireless, 3G or Wi-Fi. These host based software utilities include Adverpost, LEDSHOW, LEDSTUDIO, LEDVision or MCLED. Most high-end and full-featured LED systems support Synchronous mode.

- **Asynchronous** – LEDs equipped with this type of control systems are
used for limited functions of messaging or advertising. These LED systems communicate with a host to receive the contents, schedules and operating features which they store in their controller and operate as directed without the need or support of the computer. This limits the capabilities of these systems to coordinate or synchronize its information in real-time using a host computer or server. These LED systems are deployed in cheap temporary traffic control systems, digital photo albums or fixed message informational or advertising displays.

- **Dual Synch/Asynchronous** Operation Modes – These systems deploy more sophisticated control systems that work in conjunction with a host, server, and/or network. These LED systems can be programmed as needed to switch to off-line or asynchronous mode in case of a system or network failure.

The mode of operation not only determines the features and capabilities but also expansion and upgrade capacity of the system as well. Limited function LED displays incorporate Asynchronous control systems while full function, networked LED systems, billboards and in future virtual displays incorporate Flash Module Array Receiver cards supporting dual synchronous/asynchronous modes such as scoreboards with advertising and real-time TV tuners to broadcast concurrently from multiple sources of information.

### 4. Colour

This parameter is determined by the application. If you only need to provide instructions or identifying labels such as store name, entrance, exit, or directions, then single colour is sufficient and most cost-effective solution.

However, for all other applications **full colour** must be considered as the cost difference between dual and full colour is basically insignificant as most of the cost is due to the other parts and addition of one or more colour and the versatility offered provide the best payback for the investment, especially where the size exceeds 2 square meters.

### 5. Sound

This is application-dependent and for fashion display, entertainment and news type environments the sound is a necessary part of enriched experience, especially for indoor installations.

### 6. LED Facing Direction

Outdoor LEDs facing east or direct west sunlight will require higher lamination than those facing north or south. The larger outdoor billboards and configurations must be equipped with automatic light sensors to automatically adjust brightness in reaction to sunlight and cloud covers.
7. Viewing Distance and Angles

The optimum viewing range is typically 5-20 times the diagonal width of the LED screen. Following diagram helps in using the range to calculate the optimum diagonal width of the LED. The diagonal width is square root of the sum of the squared height and squared width (D = SQRT (W**2 + H**2)).

Each LED panel and the resulting display system that is constructed from it is bound by the viewing angle for which it is designed. Most LED's are designed to present the best possible picture in the widest possible angle. However, it is up to the user to determine that the viewing angle design limitation meets the location and intended target traffic requirements. Most One World LED systems are designed to provide a 160 degree or better viewing angle.

![Diagram showing viewing range](image)

Diagram shows the viewing range from a minimum view (D2) of 10 degrees to a maximum view (D1) of 160 degrees. Angle of view, in reality is in both direction with intersect line perpendicular to the centreline of the screen.

7. Duty-Cycle

Duty-Cycle refers the frequency of utilisation. For example the stadium LED scoreboards that are used only a few hours a week can have a significantly different utilisation rate than 24-7 road-side bill-boards. This results in quicker aging and life-cycle use of the components and modules resulting in a failure coinciding with the weakest or shortest-life component of the system. For this reason it is critically important to select the right product rather than the lowest bid price. Over the life-cycle of the product the lowest ownership cost will be reward of correct product
selection at the front-end of the project.

The factors that drive the duty-cycle are MTBF, Lifespan and environmental specifications of not only the modules and lamps but also all the subsystems including: power supplies, communication devices, sending and receiving cards, the computer or media-payer and the remote service provider. There have been too many horror stories regarding multi-million dollar installations and projects that have been comprised over a few hundred dollar savings in selection of systems.

The correct duty-cycle or quality product will result in significant savings from repairs and return on investment by additional uptime.

8. Network Configurations

The application may require the target LED display system to participate in a local, wide-area or a global network with or without other display systems.

9. Service Access

The application may require the target LED display system to be flush-mounted on a wall indoors or outdoors. This will pose a problem for service access to the internal parts as facing of the LED screen may be filled with pixels and not allow easy opening access to get to the internal cabinet parts.

If the front-open cabinets are specified, the entire front of vertical sections must be opened to access internal parts including, controller cards, modules, wiring and power supplies. As a result front-open (AKA front-serviced) cabinets cannot be stacked (prohibits opening of the front of the cabinets). This limits the height of the front serviced cabinets to a maximum of 1920mm and increases the cabinet cost. See cabinet design considerations for more details.
Appendix 3 - ADVERPOST Contents Management and Advertising
Appendix 4 - Other Digital Signage CMS Products

The Freestudios Digital Signage solution is a web interface you can use through any type of browser without specific IT knowledge. This solution is focused for marketing and communication teams. It features facilities to upload content (slides, pictures and films). Organize the content with a simple to use playlist module and publish the content directly on any screen in your system.

GateMedia offers "The ultimate 3G compatible web based CMS, allowing simultaneous display and administration of independent custom designed screen zones."

Morphean proposes a range of products which is dedicated to the Digital signage world. **MORPHEAN DS CMS** is a content management Software. It will respond to the needs of Digital Signage projects. It also helps you to unify different sources of information and to display them on different type of support. Our mobile applications for Android and iPad complete the classic LCD signage-project.

Stinova’s Content Management Software for SpinetiX HMP100/HMP200 is offering the Digital Media Server Solution in its 5th Generation DMS5. It is available as a Windows installer, a virtualized Server image or as a SaaS offering. All solutions are browser based CMS systems including an intuitive content Composer as a WYSIWYG editor and additional support for HMP projects. The DMS5 software supports WYSIWYG compilation of text, RSS Feeds, images, videos and multicast streaming formats.

Tecnilogica is a Digital Signage consultancy able to cater to the needs of any DS project. Tecnilogica have developed Poster Digital, an integrated, affordable and easy to use digital signage solution.

Announce digital signage content management software uses themes made up of matching animated layout and message backgrounds. This lets you coordinate the overall presentation on the screen for digital signage.

You select the theme, create fill-in-the-blank and auto-generating templates that match that theme, and assign user access for content contributors. Users then log on, fill in the templates and schedule them for approval.
Appendix 5 – Patents and IP

Sample of One World LED Visualisation and Virtualization Patents

Various One World Technology patents are filed in China, U.S., EU and Australia either directly or through PCT.

One World Technology inventions cover the areas of hardware, software, firmware, technology, utilization and application of LED in commerce.

These invention in particular advance, 1) the Flash Module Array Systems that create the foundation of many future integrated technologies such as data storage, data transportation and data manipulation, 2) Virtual Shopping and e-commerce, 3) Global Marketing, advertising and retailing, 4) Alternatives to traditional commercial real estate malls and big-box retailers, 5) Virtual mall and point of demand virtual storefronts, 6) Advancing the dual-party e-commerce (such as Ebay and Amazon) to Multi-party V-commerce, 7) Secure internet shopping and commerce, 8) elimination of big banks and financial institutions (credit card companies and Paypal) as transaction payment processing and clearing houses, 9) ISO-OSI Level 7 and other standards compatible transactions and finally, 10) The advancement of Smart Device Apps for virtual commerce to list a few.

Following is a sample of One World filed and issued Patent.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>年份</th>
<th>专利名称</th>
<th>专利申请号</th>
<th>发明人</th>
<th>专利申请日</th>
<th>公开日</th>
<th>授权日</th>
<th>专利号</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>OS:Transparent Super OS Communication with Agent Method.</td>
<td>200710132630.1</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2007年5月8日</td>
<td>2007年7月26日</td>
<td>2008年7月26日</td>
<td>ZL200710132630.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>A method and device of booking multi-disc from mobile storage device</td>
<td>200810135056.9</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2007年11月2日</td>
<td>2008年1月26日</td>
<td>2009年1月26日</td>
<td>ZL200810135056.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>一种数据的编码和传输方法及装置</td>
<td>200710137178.3</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2007年12月25日</td>
<td>2008年5月26日</td>
<td>2009年5月26日</td>
<td>ZL200710137178.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>A Flash array device (invention)</td>
<td>200710137170.0</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2007年12月25日</td>
<td>2008年5月14日</td>
<td>2009年5月14日</td>
<td>ZL200710137170.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>A Flash array device (Utility Model)</td>
<td>20072015000.0</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2007年12月25日</td>
<td>2008年10月20日</td>
<td>2009年10月20日</td>
<td>ZL20072015000.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>年份</th>
<th>专利名称</th>
<th>专利申请号</th>
<th>发明人</th>
<th>专利申请日</th>
<th>公开日</th>
<th>授权日</th>
<th>专利号</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>A method and device of EFS based cross platform and cross CPU</td>
<td>200810137156.9</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2008年5月26日</td>
<td>2008年11月1月</td>
<td>2009年11月1月</td>
<td>ZL200810137156.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>A device and method of decision based operating system independent flash array management</td>
<td>200810137153.2</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2008年5月26日</td>
<td>2009年1月1月</td>
<td>2010年1月1月</td>
<td>ZL200810137153.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Flash cluster device and configuration method</td>
<td>200810137154.0</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2008年5月26日</td>
<td>2009年1月1月</td>
<td>2010年1月1月</td>
<td>ZL200810137154.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Flash cluster device (Utility Model patent)</td>
<td>200910137155.9</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2009年5月26日</td>
<td>2010年1月1月</td>
<td>2011年1月1月</td>
<td>ZL200910137155.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>年份</th>
<th>专利名称</th>
<th>专利申请号</th>
<th>发明人</th>
<th>专利申请日</th>
<th>公开日</th>
<th>授权日</th>
<th>专利号</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>A Device of Flash modules array</td>
<td>US 12/242619</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2010年5月26日</td>
<td>2011年4月3日</td>
<td>2012年4月3日</td>
<td>ZL20101023828.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>年份</th>
<th>专利名称</th>
<th>专利申请号</th>
<th>发明人</th>
<th>专利申请日</th>
<th>公开日</th>
<th>授权日</th>
<th>专利号</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>A Flash array hub, cascading flash array and interleaving cascaded flash array</td>
<td>201101023623.9</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2011年5月26日</td>
<td>2012年4月3日</td>
<td>2013年4月3日</td>
<td>ZL201101023623.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>年份</th>
<th>专利名称</th>
<th>专利申请号</th>
<th>发明人</th>
<th>专利申请日</th>
<th>公开日</th>
<th>授权日</th>
<th>专利号</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>A Device of Flash modules array</td>
<td>US 12/242619</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2011年5月26日</td>
<td>2012年4月3日</td>
<td>2013年4月3日</td>
<td>ZL201101023623.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>年份</th>
<th>专利名称</th>
<th>专利申请号</th>
<th>发明人</th>
<th>专利申请日</th>
<th>公开日</th>
<th>授权日</th>
<th>专利号</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>A Flash array hub, cascading flash array and interleaving cascaded flash array</td>
<td>201201023828.2</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2012年5月26日</td>
<td>2013年4月3日</td>
<td>2014年4月3日</td>
<td>ZL201201023828.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>年份</th>
<th>专利名称</th>
<th>专利申请号</th>
<th>发明人</th>
<th>专利申请日</th>
<th>公开日</th>
<th>授权日</th>
<th>专利号</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>A Flash array hub, cascading flash array and interleaving cascaded flash array</td>
<td>201201023828.2</td>
<td>Schumann Ralf, Zhang, Ming</td>
<td>2012年5月26日</td>
<td>2013年4月3日</td>
<td>2014年4月3日</td>
<td>ZL201201023828.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 6 – LED Setup and Testing Programs

LED Setup Utilities

Please note that this section describes the LED setup and testing software. These packages are not intended for professional networked content management of LED screens. These utilities allow setup, testing and management of one or two smaller LED screens and as a result of provided free of charge to introduce the market to the capabilities of digital Led screens and are sufficient for replacement of static signs with Variable Message Signs (VMS).

These packages cannot list your large LED displays on global internet services for direct advertising purchase and posting with income distribution and management features that can only be provided by Adverpost's patented features, functions and technologies.

This appendix covers and compares all the key LED setup and operation utility programs for full colour LED screens. These programs include LEDShowT9, LEDStudio and LEDEditor.

Example of Receiving Cards

A8 Receiving Card: Color & Light Manufacturer; Synchronous/Asynchronous Type; 256 x 256 (True Color) and 1024 x 512 (Single Color) of Maximum Resolution separate. Maximum Grey Level: 65536. LEDSHOWT9 is the controller software.

A5 Receiving Card: Color & Light Manufacture; Synchronous Type; 256 x 256 (True Color) and 256 x 256 (Single Color) of Maximum Resolution separate. Maximum Grey Level: 65536. LEDVISION 2.0 is the controller software.

K10 Receiving Card: Xixun Manufacture; Asynchronous and Slaves Type; 640 x 480 (True Color) and 640 x 480 (Single Color) of Maximum Resolution separate. Maximum Grey Level: 65536. LEDEditor & LEDset 2.0 controller software.

K20 Receiving Card: Xixun Manufacture; Asynchronous and Slaves Type; 640 x 480 (True Color) and 640 x 480 (Single Color) of Maximum Resolution separate. Maximum Grey Level: 65536. LED editor & LEDset 2.0 controller software.

D10 Slave Receiving Card: Xixun Manufacturer; Asynchronous and Slaves Type; 640 x 480 (True Color) and 640 x 480 (Single Color) of Maximum Resolution separate. Maximum Grey Level: 65536. LED editor & LEDset 2.0 controller software.

Led Flash Module Array setup and testing programs comparison chart follows.
Led Flash Module Array setup and testing programs comparison chart follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>LEDSHOWT9</th>
<th>LEDEditor</th>
<th>LEDStudio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Language Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Async Support</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send Content</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness Control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Control</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Looping</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Capturing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Recording</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Multi-Line Text</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Colouring</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Text</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boards</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Aspect Scaling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Scaling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Clipping</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boards</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Transition Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect Scaling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boards</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animated(.gif)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Content</td>
<td>Scoreboard Manager</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One World LED Software Packages User Guides

LEDSHOWT9 Introductory User Guider
The LEDShowT9 software package is used to control, configure and manage content of LED displays that use A8 receiving cards. LEDShowT9 is one of the most commonly used software for our screens at One World LED and has a simple GUI interface supporting many screen customization and display features.

This guide will provide basic instructions on how to:

- Configure the display
- Add and manage content
- Create an automated running schedule

Overview:
The two main features of LED Show are the Control Window and Play Window. The control window allows you to configure and control your screen and create display programs. The play window shows a preview of what is being displayed on your LED screen.
Capabilities/Strengths
Simple easy to use interface
Customize your display
Configure and calibrate the screen
Play Videos and Images
Text, clock and timers
Play PowerPoint presentations Send offline
Content Capture Screen Mode
Create Automated Function Schedule
Real Time Scoreboard Manager

Weaknesses
Cannot directly play internet streams
Only compatible with A8 receive cards
Does not support .mp4 video file format
Limited scan rates

Configuring the Display
First, ensure that the screen is powered on and the computer is connected to the first receiving card of the flash module array of the LED display via Cat-5 cable.
In the control window, go **Control > Screen Management**.
In the Screen Management window click Detect to ensure that all receiving cards are detected. Enter the width and height measurements for your screen and click apply.

Next click **Config Selected One** and enter the password “t9”. One World LED will provide you with the config file for your screen. Simply click **Load** and then select the appropriate config file. When done click **Send to Receive Card**.
Playing and Managing Content: Images and Videos

In the control window right click LED1 and select Blank Page.

Right click Normal Page 1 and select File Window.

The File Window will appear in the Play Window. Here it can be dragged and resized with the cursor. Alternatively, coordinates and dimensions can be entered in the control window.

To make the File Window the same size as the screen click **Maximum**.

To add an image or video right click File Window and select Add Image or Add Video. Then simply choose a file from your hard drive.
Click the play button on the toolbar to preview your program. It will display in the play window and the LED Screen (if connected). To disable entrance/exit effects for images click None under Effect Properties.

Playing Consecutive Files – Creating a Display Loop
To play consecutive images and videos simply add them to the File Window as before. The play order can be changed sing the arrow buttons. All the images and videos will play consecutively in a continuing loop.

The duration for images can be changed by entering the desired time in the Stay section. In the above example the Koala picture will play for 6 seconds.

Sending Content for Offline Mode
This is how you tell your LED Screen what to play or operate in asynchronous mode when it is not connected to your computer (i.e. in offline mode). Open the display program you want to send, then go to Control > Send A8 Content > Send Program.
Ensure that the Current Time does not exceed the Maximum Time and then click Send.

**Screen Capture Mode**

LED Show has a function to “Capture” a section of your computer screen and display it on the LED Screen. To enter screen capture mode go **Settings > Software Settings**. In the Software Settings window, select Capture Screen Mode from the drop down menu.

The LED Screen will capture whatever is displayed under the Play Window. To begin/stop capturing press the Hide/Display button in the toolbar.

Screen Capture is useful for several applications such as playing Youtube videos and Live Internet Streams.

**Playing a Power Point Presentation**

Go to **Control > Play PowerPoint**.

If asked to switch to screen capture mode select “yes.” Click Add and choose your PowerPoint file, then click Play.
The PowerPoint presentation should appear in the Play Window and your LED Screen. Click the Play Window to change slides or use the Page Up and Page Down keys. Selecting “Adaptive Window Size” will resize your PowerPoint to fit the dimensions of the LED screen.

(NOTE: Remember to change back to “Normal Play Mode” in the software settings when done.)

Adjusting Screen Brightness
Go Settings > Brightness Adjustment.

Move the slider to select the desired brightness then click Save.

Creating a Schedule
LED Show allows you to create a schedule for your screen to automatically turn on/off and adjust screen brightness. Go to Control > Timing Table.

Then click Add. From the Command drop down menu you choose your desired action such as turning the power on/off or adjusting the brightness. Choose when you want it to happen in the Exec Time field. You can also specify a range of dates and which days of the week you want this action to apply.
In the above example the LED screen will turn on at 9am from Monday to Friday. After completing programs, click **OK**. The action will now appear in the timing table. Brightness adjustment commands are added in a similar fashion, entering the brightness level percentage in the “Bright” field.

Shown below is an example of a commonly used schedule, which runs on weekdays to turn the screen on and off and adjust brightness levels according to the level of sunlight.

**NOTE:** Make sure Start is selected to run your schedule.
LedEditor
Description:
“LedEditor” is a set of editing and making program software and designed to be used for asynchronous LED display screen. A lot of powerful functions are included. Moreover, this software application is simple for everyone to use and learn.

- Operating Environment Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese or English WINDOWS XP, Vista
- Hardware Configuration CPU: Pentium 600MHz or above, ROM: 512M Graphics card: Standard VGA 256 mode or above
- Related Software - Microsoft Media Player-compulsory

Detailed Description:
LED Editor is LED sign software with network capabilities that allows the software to control the LED sign through the network, meaning that the sign can be further away as long as it is connected to the network. The auto-importing and adjustment function in the LED sign software makes it easy to insert media files to the LED sign.

LED IP address: The real IP address of LED screen. Computer IP: Local IP address. Need to ensure that network selection of LED IP is the same with computer IP.

Setting the size of the playing window:
The size of each LED panel should be set correctly with width and height of LED screen (pixels). Otherwise, the contents of program will not be sent Or only some parts of the contents can be displayed on the screen.

How to configure the setup of LED screens:
Menu – Options – Software Setup. The quantity of LED screens should be typed correctly as well as width and height of screens.
Taking 2 screens with 256Width and 128Height as an example.

**Note:** Make sure the screen and size of LEDs set properly for different panels.

Create Program Pages:

All kinds of contents will be added in the program pages. It allows users to choose videos, images, time, temperature, statistic line then play it in the LED screen.

Click on **New Program Page button**. Then **Add Step**.

Program windows can be added as many as we want by Clicking on **Create New Program** button and choosing the window from the optional lists.

File Window is the most normal one will be used because all supported files will be played here including Word files (RTF), all kinds of pictures (BMP/JPG/GIF), all kinds of media files (AVI/MPG/MPEG/WMV/ASF/MOV/FLV), VCD files (DAT), Flash files
In this case, picture and date/timer display will be concerned.

Picture Display:
Click on the New Window button, then File Window in the menu.

Click on the Add file to open the file dialog box. Selecting the types of picture files in the lists. And, select the file we want to open in the box.

After opening the picture file, it can be seen in the file list. Also, we can add more pictures in the file list.

**Note:** Programs of pictures won’t play in a loop. Only the top one will be displayed.
The position and size of pictures can be reset manually by dragging the mouse or typing the correct position of pictures we want it to be.

Date/Time Display:

Click on New Window – Timer Window.

The program properties of date/time can be set with name, frame, starting point X, starting point Y, width, height, background and lock.

Two kinds of date/time displays will be chosen either analog clock or digital clock.

Analog Clock:
Style: Analog Clock. Static texts are Clock. And, Circle frame will be displayed with Hours in Purple, Minutes in Yellow and Seconds in Red. Date also is displayed in the frame.

Digital Clock:
By choosing digital clock style and putting words in static text, digital clock will be shown up with 12 Hours and years in 4 digital in different lines.

**Note:** Time can be set ahead or behind according to real situation.

Testing broken modules or wrong wires:
There are some issues happened in the LEDs screen probably because of wires or power supplies. Consequently, lights of LEDs may not work properly. And, contents of program will not be displayed. Checking each module with light test will prevent breaks of lights or other kinds of problems.

**Test(T) – Auto test**
Various colors will be displayed on the LED screen repeatedly. This is effective way to make sure every individual light working properly as well as contents of program.

Send Offline Mode:
Click on **Send to Led sign**.

**Note:** Once all contents and pages are added already, this step is going to tell LEDs what will play if data cable is disconnected.
LedStudio

Description: LED Studio LED Display Flash Module Array Setup is programmed and produced for full colour LEDs by Linsn. “LEDStudio”, is a rich, practical and easy to use software for setting up and operating LED screens and or playing programs. It supports a range of formats, such as text documents, documents, pictures (BMP/JPG/GIF/PCX ...) and videos file formats (MPG/MPEG/MPV/MPA/AVI/VCD/SWF/RM/RA/RMJ/ASF ...)

- Operating Environment: Chinese/English WINDOWS2000/XP/Vista
- Hardware Configuration: CPU: Pentium 300MHz or above ROM: 64M
- Graphics card: Standard VGA 256 mode or above
- Related Software: Microsoft Media Player-compulsory OFFICE2000-in case of *.doc files RealPlayer-in case of RealPlayer files

Detailed Description:
Program (Program document) consists of one or more than one program pages. There are two kinds of program page: normal program page and overall program page. Normal program pages are the main components of a program, so there may be many, they will be played in order, one after another; there should be only one overall program page, played throughout the playing process. It is mainly used for fixed contents’ broadcast, such as clock, company logo etc.

Program page consists of one or more windows, which is used to show the contents that users want to play, like documents, pictures, cartoons, multimedia segments etc.

New Program Page:
Program is a basic element of a program. Program page is only a frame and contains many windows. Each window can play different contents including words, pictures, tables and videos.

Click on Edit button to expand the control window. Then Add Step.

Control Window displays blank window on the right hand side.
Click on **New Window**; choose the window from the lists. Taking Video Play as an example.

To add a video, click on **File Window**.

Click on the **Add file** button on the control options pane, then choose the file to the desired video from computer or hard drive.

The video document has already been added to the playlist. It’s easy to delete and swap the position.
How to configure the screen size and position on the panels:

Click on the **Play Window** then drag it and resize the blue frame as displayed.

Playing multiple contents on the screen:

Click on the **New Window** to add more pages.

Select one page and drag the blue frame to resize and set properly position. Do the same procedure for each page on the lists.
Note: The position and resolution of the play window can be controlled by adjusting parameters based on “StartX, StartY, Width and Height”.

When multiple windows are set to one single window, it will play all files consecutively in a loop.
Unlock the waiting to end position for the desired time; the running length for each step can be changed.

If LedStudio is working and no receiving cards are being detected, an error window will display wrong message on screen. No matter what kind of contents we have in the pages, nothing will be sent to the LEDs. This is an effect way to check the connection between LEDs and computer working well.
How to configure it:
Click on **Options Software Setup**, typing password **168**. And, the **Setup hardware parameters** window will appear.

![Image of Setup hardware parameters window]

Click on **Display Connection button**, LED panels will be setup here according to the real panels we have.

![Image of Display Connection window]

**Note:** the order No. connects to the physical setup on the grid.

Time Management Control:
One of the functions can be beneficial from LedStudio is to set schedule for controlling LEDs screen in time. Time management control will not only prevent users from missing important events, but make everything running regularly.

Click on the **Option** on the main menu and **Schedule Table**.
Click on **Add** to access to scheduled command dialog box.

Select the command we want from the list. Here, automatic start and shutdown LED screen will be tested in this case.

In the picture above, LED screen has been set to start at 9:00AM from Monday to Friday. And, click on **OK** button.
Add a new schedule command to turn off LED screen at 9:00PM from Monday to Friday. And, click on Ok. Anytime and time day can be set according to the real demands and personal performance.

Two lines are presented on the Schedule Command Table. Either one can be deleted and set again by clicking on Edit button. Either one can be edited and deleted by clicking on the relative buttons.

Setting Brightness of LED screens:
Click on Options Set Brightness/Contrast/Color(B).
Drag the slider under the Brightness section to change the brightness of the screen to the best view. Click on Save to finish the setting.

Running Screen Capture:
There is no direct way to screen capture. But, the play window will capture everything displayed in the desired area by hiding the play window.

Note: The size of contents (videos media, pictures, internet stream ...) which will be displayed should set the correct size as play window. If the size of contents exceeds or is less than play window, blank parts will appear and some part will not be displayed.